
National Accounting Firm Relocates Houston
Headquarters

Weaver Leaves Greenway Plaza Of�ce Space for New Digs in Uptown-Galleria Area

National accounting firm Weaver has moved its Houston headquarters to 4400 Post Oak Parkway. (CoStar)
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A national accounting �rm announced this week it has relocated its corporate

headquarters to a building in Houston's Uptown-Galleria area.

Weaver, which specializes in assurance and tax services, signed a long-term lease for

60,247 square feet across three �oors at 4400 Post Oak Parkway. The building is also

known as Five Post Oak Park. The tax �rm moved into its new space in June.
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Dallas-based Citadel Partners, a real estate advisory �rm, represented Weaver in the

lease. Terms were not disclosed, but Weaver is expected to get signage on top of the

building with the deal.

Weaver was previously based out of Greenway Plaza business district at 24 Greenway

Plaza, where it had been for more than a decade. Weaver picked Five Post Oak Park after

looking at 45 properties in nine Houston submarkets, according to the statement.

“Weaver was looking for a fresh new space to re�ect its growth and energized brand as

its new Houston headquarters,” said Scott Morse, managing partner with Citadel

Partners, in a statement. “Ultimately, the economic opportunities, centralized

location/visibility and cultural enhancements for hiring and employee retention made

[Five Post Oak Park] the clear choice for a long-term commitment.”

Five Post Oak Park is owned by CP Group, a Boca Raton, Florida-based commercial real

estate �rm that bought the 28-story of�ce tower in 2021. CP Group plans to add an

upscale restaurant and outdoor terrace to the building, which was built in 1982 and is

currently undergoing renovations to the lobby.

Corgan Architects was the interior designer for Weaver's new space, which includes a

three-story internal stairwell. Harvey|Harvey Cleary was the general contractor and

Gauge Real Estate Partners was the project construction manager.

Accounting Today ranked Weaver as the largest independent accounting �rm

headquartered in the Southwest. INSIDE Public Accounting, meanwhile, ranked Weaver

as the 35th largest public accounting �rm in the nation.

A Weaver spokesperson did not con�rm whether the �rm would expand its headcount

with the headquarters relocation. The �rm’s website shows 57 job openings posted for

the Houston of�ce as of July 20.
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